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introbuctorp
AST year" Cyclops" made its first appearance, repre-
senting not the terrors of the lightning-flash and thun-
derbolt, as did the Cyclops of old, but instead the
pleasant sentiments and fancies of the young minds
that were in training here. C This year we hope our
publication will fulfil its mission even more completely than did the
one of last year. It is not our purpose to apologize for the expres-
sions of boyish fancy that may be found herein, for these will cause
us to meditate fondly and think seriously when we become older.
dWe send forth this little book, hoping that it will be a source of
pleasure to our alumni and friends, and of instruction to those who
are not acquainted with the institution. THE EDITORS.
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Honored. Faculty, Beloved Classmates and Fellow Citizens: We have
met here today to plant our class tree. 'Tis but a tiny saplinij, plucked from
the rough mountain side, and brought here to be transplanted into our College
Garden, with this simple ceremony, to commemorate our transplanting from the
rugged slopes of youth to the garden of life and usefulness.
We are soon to leave the fostering care of these master gardeners,—our
beloved Faculty,—who have for four years watered aud pruned us and made us
ready to be taken from this nur.ser\' of the mind, and placed in the great orchard
of life, where it is expected of us to bear fruit, for the coming generations, and
where we are to be the care-takers and the husbandmen of our own vineyards.
No doubt the storms of the elements will pour out their vials of wrath upon us,
and the ravages of plague and parasite will prey upon us. Thus it behooves u.s
to stand by our training and keep pruned off the sapping parasite and the blight-
ing plague, so that we may, after our transplanting, grow to the full measure of
trees bearing rich, sweet, luscious, and wholesome fruit.
We must in the yeare to come keep the tree planted in the best of condition,
so that its boughs may ever grow upward. Let us make its planting and growth
so sturdy and solid that it will not become bent to the wind, nor shattered and
dwarfed by the raging storms of life; for under these circumstances it will b''
impassible for it to bear fruit that is pleasing to the eye and wholesome to the
taste. But always let the boughs of the tree look up toward the sky, and thus
catch the purest dewdrops, the brightest sunshine, the mo.st radiant colors of the
rainbow of promise, and the fk-st clear light of the twinkling stars.
Then when we, as trees in this great garden of life, have attained our
full growth, when the storms of time have beaten upon us, and decay begins and
dissolution comes, and we cease to bear fruit for this life, ma.v we each and all
be transplanted to that beautiful Eden beyond, and there, by the banks of the
River of Life, attended by the great Husbandman of Heaven and Earth, in the
realm of perfect light, and in the clime of perfect condition, may we grow and
bear fruit throughout the ceaseless cycles of the eternal life.
is
W. A. Sims, Sr., Dux.
^^^
Senior Class Song, 1907.
Our Alma Mater, thee,
Dear old N. G. A. C,
'Tis thee we sing;
We love thy very walls,
And learning's quiet halls;
A thrill thy bugle calls
Will ever bring.
O Mamma, when shall we
At last from thee be free,
Elsewhere to roam ?
Can't we get ofE some jaw,
Or break some precious law.
Or simply just withdraw.
And go on home?
Nay, freedom is with thee;
To know is to be free,
To act or sing
:
Here has our strength been tried.
Here have we learned true pride.
Here shall our love abide;
To thee we cling.
Class of I 907.
si O
By THE HISTORIAN
F the members of the present Senior Class, all except one entered
college in 1903. The four years from that time to this repre-
sent the time we have .spent trying to get ready for the struggles
of life; and four grand years they would have been had as much
energy been expended in trying to acquire useful knowledge as
in trying to conceal the lack of it.
We know these four long years will always be remembered,
but we have often found it difficult to conceive how it could be true that they
will be remembered as the happiest of our lives. We have thought we were
getting ready to live, and now if we are only to find that the happiest of our
days are already past, sad is our condition. But be the truth as it may, Senior
Class has come to the ci-isis and must meet it and give account of the four years
she has had to get ready for it.
It seems but a few days since we came to Dahlonega in 1903. Our first
impressions come back to us with new force now. We see the wonderful old
college again today as we saw it then. We remember how beautiful were ail
the surroundings then, how everything was calm and quiet and how the trees
and the lawn were all green. We remember how kind the janitor was to ns.
how he led us through all the room.s and told us what was taught in each. He
led us to a room where was a wonderful collection of glass tubes and bottles
and told us that was the laboratory. While telling us all this he was at the
same time making us one of the most elegant speeches about the advantages of a
college education, and we went away thinking it must be a wonderful .school if all
the professors were as smart as the janitor.
Then came the long school year in which going to college ceased to be a
dream and became a reality. Our boarding house companions were Freshmen
and they lost no opportunity to let us know we had to bear the name of "sub."'
It happens that one of this wi.se Freshman Class of "03 is here with us now
as a member of the graduating class of "OT^a good example of the
Gaskins survival of the fittest. One by one the others have disappeared and
here he is alone to receive the Valedictorian "s place without a contest.
He has had a remarkable career with us. Very early he impressed us witli
his connnendable pride in the .section of tlu' State from which he came, and from
that day to this he has never let pa.ss an opjioi-tunity for calling attention to the
fact tliat he is from South (leorgia. the land of pine trees and wire grass,





to tempt the eye and please the fancy of a young man. Four long years he
has staid away from such a land that he might educate himself and go back
to be a merchant.
While this member came from the extreme southern part of the State,
another came from between two ridges on the very northern border,
Phillips close to the noted Tennessee Copper Mines. He also came in 1903
and entered "B" Class, though at that time he was too little to
attract any special attention. It was not long, however, until it was seen that
his spirit was as big as his body was little. He was gootl in his studies and
good at drill and would have been made a corporal the first year if he had not
been too little. Again he showed aptness in football and could have won dis-
tinction in that department of college life if he had not been too little. We can
sum him up by saying he is a little man with big energy and a big purpose.
Oiir class also has another little member, who by some mischance did not
get here until 1904. By the wonderful kindness and goodness of his
Elkan great big heart he soon won the esteem of all with whom he came in
contact. lie has always had a kind word and a friendly smile for
everyone. He is a polished little gentleman and the only real ornament Senior
Class has.
Only two others have a claim on our attention. It is the usual custom to
speak of every one else before mentioning the man who plows and
hoes and digs, and in obedience to this law of custom we have waited
till the last to speak of our farmers. But now that we have come to
them we shall make .some feeble effort to give them their dues. All
honor to the sturdy toilers who till the soil and make the wealth of
which our nation boa.sts. Happy is the man who follows the plow in the sunshine
and lets fall his big drops of sweat as these two of our number propose to do.
Both these young men staid only part of their first year with us. Both loved
the farm life at home so dearly that they could not bear the idea of leaving
it long enough to secure an education, but a happy solution of the problem pre-
sented itself. They would turn farmers at college and learn how to pursue their
beloved calling to the best advantage.
So now we trust that we have given you at least an introduction to the
college career of every one of our number. Senior Class, with one exception,
has been here four years. We have seen classes march out in grand array on
the rostrum and receive their diplomas. We have longed for the time when we
might do the same. We have hoped for it with all the earnestness of which we
were capable. After reaching the goal we are loath to go, but go we must. Life
is before us and our work has to be done. We must say farewell to college, but





OMUSE. wilhhold not pow'r lent thee by heaven.
But sing the praise of Class Nineteen and Seven.
With eager hope and aspirations high
As dome of Phcebus' palace in the sky.
In college ship, now anchored safe in haven.
Erstwhile embarked this Class of Nineteen Seven.
Scarce had the ship upon the stormy deep
Of college life set sail with buoyant leap
When all aboard were filled with dumb amaze
As clouds of trouble met their anxious gaze.
The stoutest hearts could but the faster beat
At thought of all the perils they must meet;
But captain brave and pilots true and bold
Helped them to steer and weather flunks untold.
The voyage o'er, on manhood's shore they stand.
And with delight they occupy the land,
Ambitious still, and holding out the mold
All ready to be filled with molten gold
Of manhood, waiting only to be cold.
Ere they begin to fight life's struggles bold.
The dough of life has college for its leaven.
This noble Senior Class of Nineteen Seven
Now holds rare treasures which will ne'er be sold
For jewels bright or miser's bags of gold.
As vears go by may there be ever found
Bright threads of gold, which represent renown.
All interwoven in the cloth of life.
May honor crown each day's brave toil and strife.
JULIUS ELKAN. Class Poet.
^'^ .^i
A
Graduating Class of I 907. ^*^
Alvaii Gaskins, B. S. (Prophet)
Wonderful financier. Loves to drill his company. Has been known to
drill it while on sick book.
Bruce Ray, B. Ped. (Historian)
Swore he wouldn't wear a derby on Senior's Day if he never got his
diploma. A fair sample of his notions.
C. S. Phillips, B. B. S. {Secretary)
Looks swell in uniform but can't keep sword from dragging ground.
Extra dnt}' squad dreads him.
Julius Elkan, B. B. S. (Poet)
Has no gift at all at making enemies. Can display his clas.s colors as
nobody else can. Sticks up for his rights.
M. L. Stephens, B. Agr. (Legator)
Goes by very appropriate name of ' ' Tuck. ' ' Nobody knows where he got
it but he couldn't do without it. He is everybody's friend.
W. A. Sims, B. Agr. (Dux)
Bulky in both mind and body, especially the latter. Has kept his
"Rose's Purity" hidden since his Freshman year.
>rn*<.
1907.
Motto : Much study is a weariness of the flesh.
Flower: Pansy. Colors: Old Gold and Rmjut Purple.
Officers :
Lizzie Shed . . , President
R. V. Moore Vke-President
J. W. FiNDLEY Treasurer
A. A. BuRCH Recording Sec.








"Oft iu the stilly night
Ere slumber's chain has bound me,
Fond Memory brings the light
Of other davs around me."
RECALL the days of Junior, when we walked the path of duty
(or extra duty as the ease might be)—gone now to the record
of the past (provided the record was that of the passed).
Then comes to me in fancy the bugle call, that forced me
to leave my untasted breakfast, or to wake at night with a start
thinking it to be reveille. Again I hear the shrieks of laughter
from a quadrangle where basket-ball prevailed, shocking, no
doubt, the marble sternness of the monument as it stood motionless, unable to
escape. Then too I hear the monotonous drone of shorthand dictation under-
neath, during the "sixth period sleepiness" above. I see the green campus slop-
ing gently down to where the green ( ?) house was built, surrounded in the fall
by the golden brown bermuda grass, and in the sunnner by the yellow-heartetl
daisies.
The.se pleasures have forever passed out of my life:
"Thou source of all my l)liss and all my woe.
That found 'st me poor at first, and keep'st me so."
As these well-remembered scenes fade away, one by one the different mem-
bers of Junior Class pass before my mind's eye.
The first I see is Alex Burch pacing silently by, secure in the consciousness
of a military bearing. He sometimes failed to recite as accurately as he should,
but excused himself by saying that
"Far other aims his heart had learned to prize."
Next I see Price Charters, charming in football paraphernalia. He never
icemed to care for tlic pleasun's and aiiiuseiiit'uts usually associated with a stii-
tlent's life,
"Rut in his duty prmnpt at every eall."
The third to appear in this vision of bygone days is Jett' Fiudley. We might
eall him the "surveyor" of the class. Do not mistake my meaning and think
he ever took a survey of his books, for it was always roads, land, etc. When
he gave an excu.se why his lessons were not prepared he was always believed;
"Truth from his lips prevail'd with double sway."
The figure that eomes into view as Jeff hurries away is that of Vernon
Moore. While the Juniore under consideration were still- in their "Soph" year,
he was admitted into "Senior circles." lie wore the derby and enjoyed the
"free nights" which characterized them. However we gladly welcomed him
into our class, and if anyone should censure him we answer that
"The love he bore to learning was in faidt."
The last one to be seen as the Juuioi's tile by, is Lizzie Shed. I distinctly
recall how one day, when the teacher asked her to give an example of "condition
contrary to fact" she answered that some day she expeetetl to find one who
thought
"Her modest face the cottage might adorn."
The members of the cla.ss have passed on, and gone their respective ways
never again to be united by the bonds of "purjile and gold." All that remains
to us is the privilege of remembering:
"Thus ill the stilly night
Ere .slumber's chain ha.s bound me,
Sad Memory brings the light
Of other davs around me."
Staff of Cyclops.
M. C. GAY Editor-in-Chief
JULIUS ELKAN Business Manager
ALVAH GASKINS Treasurer
FREDERICK PFEFFER Art Editor
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ARLY last fall the Sophoniure Class was organized in order tliat
regular monthly meetinus laight be held. The pleasant honrs
spent together in telling jokes, "serving refreshments," and
debate will be looked back npon in after life with mneh pride,
for we will then see how much we were benefitted by having the
social part of our lives cultivated.
AVe hope that each nieniber of our Class will have a pleasant and profit-
able vacation, and that all will come back next year to help solve the problems
that come in Junior.
Below we give a short sketch of each niemlier of our Cla.ss.
Adams—Litth', but loud. Ilojies to stutly law soon. The Class prophet. Noted
for his ability to fcu-m ex|)eriments in the laboi-atoiy in ,so short
a time.
Baker, Jim—This is his first year. We feai- he will not i-eturn. lie gets a
letter from his best girl every day. dreams about her at night, and
cries about her the next morning. Ills favorite greeting: "Hey,
Bud!"
Ei-RNETT—Agriculturalist; also scientist. Has lately discovered a species of
bacteria having three legs. Favorite greeting, "Hello, old Crazy!"
BvNiTM—The bachelor. Has won the heart of tlie music teacher. Noted for his
preacher .stories. Believes in planting ]iotatoes in the moon.
Cavender, F. C.—A would-be sport. Never known to make out his ]\Iorning
Report correctly. At the end of the second period each day he is
heard to remark: "Well, hoys, I killed "Daddy" today."
Cavender, E. J.—A melancholy man. Asks one of his class this question every
morning: "Say, can you work these problems?"
(iALLOWAY—Always game. Likes to study the life of St. Francis (Stanton).
Reads his new dictionary for amusement.
r u]oiy— , . , ,
CMocT^ r '( GuRLEY—The best, whatever
has been, in Meeluinical Drawing. A jrood
_ O i f_|
whistler. Always wants to know if he hasn't told Miss Clarke
QL enoufih about the le.s.son. His greeting: " Hello, young fellows."
Johnson—Is liked liy all the girls, but isn't game. Made himself famoiis as an
English student by saying: "Cotton :Mather wrote ^Michael Wig-
glesworth."
Mansfield—A good student, b\it can't recite English with his book open. Al-
ways wants to know how much the period lacks of being up.
Misses Moore and ]\1cGi'ir&—The only girls in the Class. We are proud of
them. They are also popular with the other school boys.
Pfeffer—The famous cartoonist. Has a lady-like appearance, and a melodious
voice. Wants to resign his position in Sophomore (though he is
registered Fresh, but has one or two studies in Sophomore.)
Power—Smart, but oppo.sed to hard study. Ha.s injured his health trying to
grow larger .so he can go to We.st Point. (Boards at Club House.)
Whelchel—A mining student. Always rushed for time, but never studies
until eleven o'clock ait night. Wants to know where he can find
some gas plants growing.
Wii.LiNGHAM—Another mining student. Keeps Prof. Kell busy doing his work





Deep down in the earth, far out of our sight,
Lie hidden rare nuggets of gold
;
In the heart of the hills, all pui-e and bright,
Is silver in rock-bound fold.
Silver and gold of worth so fair,
—
Men dig and delve for the treasure.
The wealth they find can only compare
With the Soph's desire for pleasure.
Moonbeams of silver fall over the earth,
Still, calm and placid, and clear;
So lovely and chaste, and calling to mirth,
The Queen of the Night hovers near.
The moon sheds her silver, distilled as pure light.
From her features, refined and strong.
Leaves, dew-damp, sip it and revel at night,
Sophs coin it and spend it in song.
Gorgeous and grand, in his wealth of gold.
The sun rides across the blue sky.
The mightiest god of the gods of old,
The earth did him homage on high.
'Tis his gold he so bountifully give^,
That shines from exhau.stless stores.
Warming our souls and cheering our lives,
Like the sunny gold hearts of Soph 'mores.
Silver and gold,—worth and purity thine;
Let's drink to our colors, boys!
Let's drink of this cup, filled up with the wine
Of our love and comingled joys.
If our hearts, 0, Comrades, be ever of gold.
Though our locks to silver turn.
Our eyes get dim, and the world grow cold.
The fire of our love shall still bum.
—David P. Berry.
A Vision of Sophomore Class 07.
Dahlonega, (in., May 17, li(27.
AVJN'Ci been asleep for 20 years in the iiiDiiiitaiiis of Xorth Geoi--
iiia, I will relate my vision.
How I eanie to fall asleep, 1 know not. Init sinee it has hap-
pened I am perfeetly ileliirhted. l>ecaiise 1 saw all my friends of
the honorable So|)homore Class of "(17 of the Xorth (ieor^'ia A^rri-
eiiltural ('olle^^e in my dream.
The first thinfj I saw in this vision was an old woman bending' over a
wash-tub near a little one-room Imt. In a little while she strai^'litened up.
pushed baek her bonnet and looked ai'ounil in a frifrhtened manner. To my
horror I beheld the form of my old friend, Lieut. Byniun. As soon as lie saw me
he began begging me very earnestly not to give him away. He said he had been
a washer-woman for five years, aiul if it was discovered that he was not a woman
he would lose his job. I promised liim faithfully T would not. and lie disa))-
peared from my sight.
The next seene to greet me was the dear old eollege town of Dahlonega.
In front of a dilapidated store .sat a erowd of men chewing tobaeeo very delili-
eratfly and diseussiiig "eraps, " as they ealled it. The t.alle.st man in the crowd
who was standing in the doorway looked u[> and T recognized Crawford Our!ey.
Looking baek of the store I .saw a middle-aged woman. Entering into conversa-
tion with Crawford, he told me that she was his wife, nee !Miss Fannie MeCiuire.
As we were talking, she called to him in a shrill voice to come and get in some
stove-wood. Crawford looked very sliame-faced, and not wishing to see his
humiliation any further, I left.
The next seene was a fashionable seaside resort. As I was standing in
the office of the hotel at which I was stopping, talking to the clerk, a very beauti-
ful woman in widow's attire passed us. On iiKpiiring who she was. I was toUi
that it was Mrs. D. C. Hancock, formerly Miss Irene Moore, of our famous Class.
1 was also informed that riunors were being circulated to the effect that she was
here chasing u|) my old friend Galloway, who was .still single and had recently
inherited millions of dollai-s.
In the next scene I was transported to a barren hillside among the red
hills of North Georgia. On a rail fence running along almost perpendicular to
the hill leaned two gaunt farmers, discussing politics. On approaching nearer
I recognized Jimniie Baker and Carl Burnett of our Class. I learned from their
conversation that my old friend and classmate, M. C. (iay, was the best (being
the only) lawyer in th& county. But having found law unprofitable in that see-
lion, he was now running for coroner.
Crossing the hill I came to a small schoolhouse. Being thirsty I entered
to get a drink of water, and immediately recognized in the master, H. V. John-
son. After greeting me heartily he invited me to .spend a few minutes with
him. I liad been seated only a few minutes when a tall gentlemen in a clerical
garb came in. His face being unfamiliar to me I asked Johnson who he was.
He told me that the gentleman was Rev. E. J. Cavender, a hardshell preacher.
I inquired of him where his brother Fred was. and he told me that he was a
doctor in this same neighborhood. Asked whether he was a practicing physician
or a surgeon, he informed me that he was a "horse doctor."
The next scene was a railroad track in the subui-bs of a great city with a
freight train just arriving. The train slowed down and two hobos crawled
cautiously from under the cai-s. Imagine my surprise when I saw that the mea
were Mansfield and Pfett'er. They passed up the street to the heart of the city,
and were lost from my sight.
The next scene was in a small town where a carnival was in full blast.
Jlounted on a box outside one of the tents was a tall, awkward man, calling the
people's attention to the "Bearded Lady," who was now on exhibition. Desir-
ing to see the show, I purchased a ticket and went in with the crowd. After the
tent was well filled the spieler came in to introduce the "Bearded Lady." As
the light fell upon his face I recognized one of the old K. M. students, Whelchel.,
As the "Bearded Lady" stepped out I was shocked and surprised that she was
none other than E. D. Willingham.
When this show was over I went into the nmin tent. A bunch of chorus
girls came out and I recognized in their leaders Jerry Davidson and Charlie
Power.
As .vou see, my vision was altogether of a prophetic nature; and after I
had seen all the members of my Class, I do not remember anvthing else.


Weil- qo T/z^jO"?''' ]











































History of Fresh Class '07.
F ALL the collegre classes that are and have been, the Freshman
Class of '07 is tlic Class. This is the one fact that I should like
to impress. In regard to size we are the largest Freshman Class
that has ever been in this College. But not upon this does our
greatness depend, for if the Class were diminished by half we
would Btill be the Class of classes. It is upon the high-grade
qualitj' of the material of which each Freshman is built that de-
pends the greatness of the Class. The members of our Class are more energetic
and are harder working, both in their stucjies and in their sports, than any Class
that has preceded us. That we have done good work, excellent work, splendid
work, is proven by the high marks that we have made m our studies. That the
Freshman Class of '06 did pretty sorry work is proven by the several members
of that class that have since joined us in one or more departments. In fact, the
Freshman Class of '07 is the hope of the College, of the State, of the Nation.
Mr. J. E. Creel, our president, is familiarly known as "Daddy" Creel,
and is sometimes called "Farmer" Creel. From his conversation you will soon
find out that he came from the suburb of a near-by city ; but by listening to him
talk, or by looking at him, you can tell that most of his life has been spent on
a farm. He takes a prominent part in our athletics, and is one of our best foot-
ball players. He takes an important part in all "after taps" chicken and choco-
late feasts and is always welcome on account of his proficiency in the culinary
art. It has been reported on him that, one Saturday night a few weeks ago, he
cooked a turkey from 6 p. m. Saturday evening to 2 :30 a. m. Sunday morning
and then had to eat it raw.
Vice-President R. L. Davis is always good natured, jolly "Bob;" he i.3
rarely seen without a smile on his face. He likes to tell jokes on his imaginary
brother Li-ki-kas. Bob is very fond of football and is one of our .star players.
Very unfortunately he has an affinity for Rose's Purity—or perhaps vice-versa.
Miss Stanton, our secretary, is the sweet singer of our Class, and of the
College also. AVhen she entered N. G. A. C. she was so small that it would hurt
your eyes to look at her ; but now she is the tallest girl in the Class.
Poet Clarence J. Hamilton, called "C. J." l)y the hoys, is the i)rilliaMt
Freshman. He has a peculiar way of saying "(y)essir, Professor, (y)essir"
to our Botany teacher, and is very much interested *in the inierosco])e, liking
to examine most of all, syrup, sugar, and other sweet things. lie was never
known to make zero on an examination, and unlike most of his kind, is a pretty
good athlete.
Our prophet, ;\Iiss Charters, is an exceedingly popular young lady. Just
after the Brenau girls left for Gainesville, Miss Charters made Daniel the Second
think he himself had heeii in a lion's den. Rut ^\r. Daniel did not come out of
the den as whole as did the hihlical Daniel.
Freshman Class is distinguished in having the only pair of twins, heav-
enly twins they are, in College—Mis.ses Louise and Lillian Glenn. They are
hoth jolly, good natured, studious girls. ]Miss Louise is our trea.surer and Miss
Lillian our poetess.
Though he is not an officer, our history wo\dd be incomplete without ';
short sketch of "Lopey" Davis. He is a very unique, attractive fellow, and is
exceedingly bright in all his studies, but prefers his English to all others. He
has a pictures(iue ajipea ranee, and when once seen is never forgotten. He has
d soft and musical voice and api)ears occasionally on the stage, dancing grace-
fully. He is only six feet two in height. He was originally known as Robert
Cooper Davis, but this name jiassed away entirely when he began playing foot-
ball. Some one saw him go loping down the football field as a horse lopes, and
called him "Loper. " This name finally became "Lopey" which it has since
remained. Without a doubt he was the best football jjlayer on the 'Varsity
team of '06.
This for the past; I will leave our grand and glorious future to our
prophet.
General Orders for Freshmen at Table.
ACH of the young men who helone; to Freshman Class is required
by his fellow members to memorize the following general orders:
My General Orders are
:
1. To take charge of this seat and to eat everything within
sight or hearing.
2. To sit in my seat in a hostile manner, taking a large por-
tion of everything that passes by.
3. To get all the cream and sugar I can, and to use "Force" whenever
necessary.
4. To repeat all calls from the bi.seuit plate but my own.
5. To quit my seat only when fully satistied.
6. To receive, transmit, and eat all food on the table: and to allow
myself to be waited on by a waiter, a Freshman, and the water-boy of the Fresh-
man table, only.
7. To hold conversatiori with no one, and to eat as fast as possible.
8. In case anything is spilled on the table cloth, to cover it up with a
napkin and keep mum.
9. To allow no Sophomore to conunit a misdemeanor within the vicinity
of our table.
10. To salute the waiter at once when a dish becomes empty.
n. To allow no one to eat longer than two hours at a time.
Any member violating this last rule shall be carried before "the sick
book."
Monitor Neal's special order, used three times each meal:
"Pass me the .syrup ! Pass me the .syrup !
!
Brown, pass me the .sjrup, if you please!!!"
Freshman Class Prophecy.
XE afternoon just befoiv the finals Ijegan, the C'hiss of lUld met
on the college eanipus to hold its last Freshman Class meetinfr.
After dwelling on the toils and triumphs of the past and pres-
ent, our thoughts naturally turned , toward the future, and we
began questioning each other and Fate as to what lay behind the
invisible veil wliieh conceals from us the happenings of to-
morrow.
Not far from us was growing a Mareschal Neil rose which had been
planted by one of our Agricultural students, and had so far been all thorns and
no roses. Suddenly a delicate fragrance permeated the atnio.sphere, and on
looking about us, we were astonished to see our rosebush all aglow with mag-
nificent roses.
We crowded closer, trying to find some solution of this sudden and mys-
terious blossoming, when someone suggested that here was an answer to our ques-
tionings, as there were exactly thirty-nine roses. Instinctively we each picked a
flower and on close examination, found quaint characters traced on the golden
petals.
Then came the fun of translating them. Two buds, growing on the same
stem, fell to "the twins," and we found that Fate had decreed that they were
to marry twin millionaires and queen it over New York .society.
Then amid much laughter President Creel, JMr. Black, and Mr. Kent, an-
nounced that they were destined to put into practice the knowledge they had
acquired from Prof. Davis in X. G. A. C.
As a result of Prof. Steed's influence. I\Ir. Brown was to occupy the chair
of History in a Western university, and ]\Ir. Castleberry to reorganize the
"Knights of the Round Table."
This a.stonished us, but not so nnich as Mr. ]McClnre"s statement that he
was to be at the head of the "Know-No-Lessons" department at Colunil)ia uni-
versity. The silence that followed was broken by Tom Cavender .sadly yet
jiroudly announcing that he was to be a missionary.
In the midst of our solemn thoughts we were awaked by this unlooked for
news. Mr. Dasher was heard to whisper "Oh, gee!" in i\Ir. Collins; and on in-
quiry we learned that they were In fouiiil and conduct a Mining Engineering
School in Ducktown.
"What's the matter with the gii-ls?" some one a.sked.
"Kosa is to niarrv a Professor and live in Athens." said Miss Johnson.
"And Mary to preside over a little cottage at Cleveland," returned Miss
McDonald.
"Whoopee!" came from Mr. Daniel. "Talking about little towns, I
am going to live in Knueklesville, and head the styles at tacky parties. What
about you, Blondy?"
"Oh, don't be so careless," replied Mr. Hancock, "I am to be known all
my life as 'one of them things.' " This caused much laughter, and more fol-
lowed when Jlr. Hamilton said, "I am to be the evangelist of a new faith which
will set forth the doctrine of learning by observation. Any other professions?"
"Gray is to be a football coach, "Lopey" Davis a dancing-master, and
Brooksher a lawyer; that's all," a voice replied. Then Clark Ray said in his
inimitable way, "Ladies and boys, I don't understand this; I am to establish a
'Rose's Purity Club.'
"
"That reminds me," said Major Bob, "I am to taste and pass judgment
on the White House beverages."
Mr. Vaughn and Mr. Vandivere were both destined to be jester at the
court of Edward VII, and Mr. Phillips and Harrv- Neal were to be peddlers of
needles and pins.
Cecil Neal announced that he was to set up a public question box and
answer all questions placed in it. Then we learned that for some reason or other
Sidney John.son was to have a bakery at Gainesville, Ga.
Mr. Garner's ambition was satisfied, for he was really to be a member of
Congress, and annually send peach seeds to the ladies. Mr. Rice was to become
the promoter of a new breakfast food, and Mr. Gaines to invent a device for
making guard duty endurable. Mr. MeKee was to be a model for New York
.skyscrapers, and Mr. Henderson to look out for Uncle Sam's interest in the
Philippines. Mi.ss Lula Evans was to be a trained nurse, and Mr. Denham, dis-
gusted because he cannot learn" Tucker, " was going to retire to St. Helena.
"Are there no more weddings?'' Mr. Creel asked. Mr. Bond replied that
he was to marry a Chicago railroad magnate's daughter.
Frances Stanton was to be our sweet singer, and win recognition on both
sides of the ocean. Mr. Harry McDonald will bring to perfection his giggling
abilities, and be a star attraction in all the big cities. The last of our trio of
artists, Mr. Campbell McDonald, will succeed Sousa. atfd will be on everj' tongue.
But one rose was left, and the markings on it were so faint that we were
left in ignorance of what my fate should be. As the shadows fell, we separated,
still under the spell of the magic roses, and "An revoir" echoed in the evening
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A-Class, A-Class, A-Olass men.
A-Class, A-Class, 1910.
Hippity, llippity, Hit,
A-Class, we art it!
A-CIass, A-Class, 1907,
We want to be in A-Class,
When we get to Heaven!
"A" CLASS. '07.
"A" Class Poem.
where must this tale begin ?
Why sure, 'tis with Miss Nell
:
To start without her would be sin
—
Miss Nell's the "A" Class belle.
A Bishop too we have who's slick,
He makes his passes slyly.
The bishop to his books does stick,
Like a fiddle does to Riley.
"We've seven others in this Class,
Of whom we'd like to tell;
But since the time does sorely press,
We mention just the belle.
We fight our way with mighty strokes,
Through studies long, and slow;
And Alec Liles, his History book
Has worn out, studying so.
"Pike" Stevens is an "A" Class man;
Sometimes he's awful smart,
His only joy in life is when
He's troubled with his heart.
We also have a Duke to show
;
Someone has heard him utter:
"Whiskies come, and whiskies go.
But none go like Cohutta."
Bill Akers also studies hard.
His Physics to recite
;
And "Big Bell" too is Akers' pard:
This pair is "something tight."
"A" Class 'thout doubt, is the joUiest crowd,
That ever struck this place.
Upon its brow there is no cloud.
But sunshine in its face.
But every dog must have its day,
We've had our day with a da.sh;
We hope that in it none will stay.
But all go hopping "Fresh."
History of "A" Class.
'1' WAS a liappy oveiit, al)out the first of last September, when I'a
sold the old grey mule, "Tobe," for forty-three dollars. 'Ph.'
fact remained that I shoidd attend the old N. G. A. College, that
noble temple of learning which stands on the monnd in the
•'(loldeii City" at the foot of the liliie hills of the Alleghenies,
and over whieh that noble and seholary gentleman, Dr. G. K.
Glenn, presides. So 1 came to Dahlonega again. When I ai'-
rived here, I saw a great many new boys. Some of them were -'greener'" than
even I was, and some were not so "green."
Of course this year found me humehed into a class higher, and I was
deemed worthy to hand down to those who may follow us, for their upbuilding,
an account of the actions of our noble body.
The events of last year went along smoothly until Senior Day. On tlie
night before that great day, "the derby hat upstarts" paraded t-he town and
smeared their endilematie red and giwn everj-where, even on the front of Bost-
wiek Hall. On the ne.xt morning one of the "pie-faced" rascals marched up to
Dr. Glenn and stated that our Cla.ss had painted the town at their expense. Tins
insult being announced at Chapel, was niore than we could bear, so we organized
amongst us a "Senior Vengeance League." And said Seniors in their great
wisdom, and daring and cunning, expecting something to happen, took precau-
tions and divided the night into ])eriods for duty, to watch over their sycamore.
But to their sorrow they were not keen enough for our "Invineibles." So while
the Senior .sentinel was napping by the embers, the naughty little "Sub" made
the gallant charge that brought back the Senior tree. With elation over this
gallantry, the tree was carefully pruned and a twig was worn by each "Sub" thi-
next morning. Thus the Seniors dared the "Subs" no more.
Our New Year resolution is neither to offend nor to be offended.
Socially, we are "warm propositions," but one of our Clas.s sports, .Mr.
Shahan, keeps well in advance of liis comi)etitors; in so nnich that on one occa-
sion he was taken for a member of the Faculty and, of course, received a warm
reception.
It has been said that "history repeats itself," but this old College will
never produce another Class like our "Invincibles." for it is the "onliest" one
—
"A" CLASS.
Well, we have stood the pains of a Sub so far: we are quitting our mean-
ness like men ; we have fought a good fight . we have kept the faith to do some
good work, and trust to that big heart of "Daddy's" to pass us on. And right
here I am constrained to say a good word about "Daddy." He has shown a real
good temper the entire year; he has got mad only a few times, and then said his
"cuss" words so low that they were not intelliiiible: and positively refuses to
try to lick an "A," but gives him a week in the study hall. He is an admiral)le
teacher, and it is the wish of all of us that he may live to teach our grand-children.
None of our members have developed any special talents, except that we
have become very acute listeners for the period bell. Woe to him who asks a
question after the bell rings. It terminates in an after-supper i)erforma)ice
which loses its interest when told on paper, but retains its interest when im-
pre.ssed on the seat of one's pants.
It has been our solemn duty to do all the gnod we can. but with all this.
there is one failure that almost casts a sliadow over all our prodigious and mar-
velous achievements. We have failed to marry otf the marriageable members
of the Faculty. We have given hints, wept bitterly, advocated marriage and
condemned celibacy in glowing and lofty speech, bul all in vain We have
failed, and our only hope is to influence them by example. At times example is
more potent than precept—this is the only ray of ho[)e that iienetrates the
Stygian darkness of our gloom, when we retiect on the condition of some of our
Faculty.
It is not likely tliat the wi-iter will be back with the noble Invincibles,
but let us keep .striving to make our ideal: Truth for the head, love for the
heart, and life for the whole being.
It may be that many of us will not meet again : so let us show our learning
in a beneticial way and hope to pi'ove ti-ansforming iuHuences in the world;
let us ever remember that
"We live for tho.se who love us.
For those who know us true.
For the heaven that smiles above us
And awaits our spirits, too;
For the right that lacks assistance.
For the wrong that needs resistance.
For the future in the distance.







BelIj— Music stniek. Also moonstruek.
Broach— Sunshine. Heart-breaker.
Bynum— No. 2.—Gorgeous brown eyes.
Christian— Nuft" sed.




England— Claud—Great grand-nephew of Stone Wall Jackson.




Taught ti) dance, very much against the wishes of friends and relatives.
Fraser— See Bruce Kay.




Martin— Frequently excused from dining-hall for getting something to eat.
Massey— A close relative to Nancy Hart.
McLure— John—Heart swollen with mumps.
McDaniel— Wraps electric light in bed-cover because it cannot be blown out.
McKee— Wax Doll, No. 2. Dangerous rival of Riley's.
Merideth— Rolls "booze" around in Mr. Header's wheelbarrow.
Miller^ J. T.—Takes anti-fat with Wilson.
Myers— "This=That by hypotenuse."
Myers— Zed, otherwise Willie. Personifieation of sweetness sliort drawn out.




Presented with pounds of tobacco.
Porter— Mocking-bird.
Reese— Aunt Josie's Darling.
Reid— Would like more Latin. Crazy over Prof. Viekery?
Riley— Handle with care. Wants to meet the ladies.
Roberts— Prof. Barnes' special charge.
Saunders— Walking dictionary—living encyclopcedia.
Sheldon— Personification of Mass.
Stevens— Finds his matches after tattoo.
Timmons— Afflicted with spring fever which lasts until June.
Turner— Bishop?
Tucker— Dr. Head's successor.



























"B" Class never seems to look
At anything much like a book;
Math., Latin, En-ilish eall amain,
But all their calling is in vain.
The History teacher tells you tales,
But all her conversation fails.
You never answer her at all
;
I fear your marks with her will fall.
Altho' in Math, you're very weak,
And English you can scarcely speak,
You'll get to Senior by and by.
If you will only wait and trj'.
"B" CLASS '07.
Roll Call of "B" Class '07.
T THE begiiinins of the .school year of 1906-7, when students :vJ
over the face of the earth gathered at Dahlonega, noted for iis
famous institution of learnino-, the N. Ct. A. C, for which all
students were bound, it became the duty of former "B" Class-
men to mosey around and find out just whom they wanted lo
become members of this distinguished body. After a careful
.selection of same, the Class roll given below was formulated.
Some members of this edifying body had never been away from home
before. Some had never been in a place without a railroad, and still others were
so fresh and green that they had to draw straws to see which were the greenest.
However, after the ice was broken they rounded up in good military form, and
answered to the roll call with alacrity.
Abercrombie—
Ans. "Here, but I'd like to go home to mother."
Baker—





Ans. "All here; have been eating breakfast oft" the mantel-piece for









Cox, M. L. (Little One)—
Ans. "I'm here, but must see Capt. Williams on imi>ortant business."
Crawley—
Ans. "Am almost gone. ]\Iay I be excused to go to Dr. Glenn to get
a permit to be excu.sed ? Am stricken suddenly with a dead'y
illness."
Ferris—
Alls. "Here" (in a vniee like the rumbling of thunder).
GOBER
—
Ans. "Am here, but would like to go to the dormitory to chaii^a' luii-
forms, as this one displays my figure to too great disadvantage."
GODBEE
—
Ans. "Quite well, but have not enough work to attend to."
Gregory—
Ans. "Here." "Won't you sit down?" "Xo. thank you. I will
stand here."
Harley—
Ans. "Thank you very iiiueli : 1 will be delighted to meet the youMi;
ladies. I'd like to show off a little."
Holland—
Ans. "Here, but my soeks are tot) loud for me to talk this morning."
Hooten—
Ans. "Here, ilay I be excused to wait upon ('apt. Williams, as 1 am
Capt. 'Williams the Second, and it is necessary tiiat I be in front
of Bostwiek Hall to st;irt the day ofl' proi)erly."
Humphrey—
Ans. "Absent, on account of baseball practice. The greatest pitcher
the N. (i. A. C. has ever produced. He will hold his own hands
in the dark and will try to break the ladies' hearts."
Kellam—
Ans. "Here. I'm looking for a happy home, where I will never hav?
to sit up straight."
L.W'ENDER—





Prof. Barnes—"What is that you have in your i)ocket? Hadn't
yoti better see, Mr. Logan?''
Logan—"Yes sir, I think it is a chicken."
Prof. Barues—"Where is Mr. Morgan?"
Logan—"He is reading a composition on tobacco to the kinder-
garten department."
McNelly—




Ans. "I'm here, but am on extra duty."
"What for. Mr. :Miller."
"For dreaming of Rose's Purity in the study hall."
MlI.LIC.\N
—
Ans. "I'm here, "fessoi-. but would like to go to my room and get my
banjo. I like it better than this :\Iath."
(li.nTiR
Prof. Bames—"Have you that written work for me this morn-
ing?"
"No sir."
"Do you know that means zero?"
Oliver
—"Yes sir, but that's better than nothing."
P.^TTON
—
Ans. No response: possibly asleep: his bi-ain is always overtaxed.
Parks^-
"Our Son," "Onr onliest only"—Walks "Extra Duty" for pas-
time. Very fond of standard literature, such as "Diamonl
Dick," etc. Can be heard every morning in a dulcet tone: "I




"Of Tombstone fame." Weai's his trousers backwards, because they
are easier to get on.
Sims, Jr.—
Ans. "I feel a little disobedient today, as I got I'eported for disobed-
ience of orders."
Thomas—
Ans. "Here. Excuse me. Professor, but your face is quite smutty."
"That will do, Mr. Thomas, you may take your seat."
TOWNSEND—
Ans. Absent. In trvinir to display his strenjrtli. with tlic additiDiia!




Ans. Absent, by permission of the coumiandant. Instead of being
at their stiidies they have the privile<ie of usiiijf any vacant lot
they can find, to cut the "pigeon wing," "buzzard lope," and
any other old thing.
Watkins—
Ans. "Here. May I go to the dining-room to get something to eat? 1
cannot study uitli an em|)ty stomach. Tlie iiuier man must be
fed first."
Weeks—
Ans. Absent. "Professor, Weeks walked right in and turned around
and walked right out again."
WiLKERSON
—
Ans. Absent, ilay be found every iiioriiiug trying to get on the sick
book, but up to the present wi'iting has not succeeded in doing so.







They are all pi-ompt, always an example to the Class in everything that
is right and proper.
Tluis endeth the readint;- of the book of ••('ollei^-c Life" of "B" Class, of '1)7.














G. X. Bynum First Lieutenant
11. C. Gay Second Lieutenant
H. V. Johnson First Sergeant
E. J. Cavender Sergeant
J. E. Ceeel Sergeant
R. C. Davis Sergeant
C. B. Brown Sergeant
F. P. Pfeffer Corporal
J. D. Black Corporal
W. R. Tucker Corporal
J. P. Baker Corporal
J. '1'. Miller Cori)onil
Private G. A. Braselton
Private L. 8. Braselton
Private S. T. Bulloch
Private G. L. Bymiin
Private R. W. Ferris
Private :\r. 11. Floyd
Private C. W. Eraser
Private II. C. Godbee
Private II. C. Gober
Private H. A. Millican
Private R. E. Oliver
Private W. B. Parks
Private W. A. Roberts
Private M. J. Reid
Private P. E. Strickland
Private E. "W. Sheldon
Private J. W. Thomas
Private E. ;M. Townsend
J'rivate F. P. Ilarliour
Private II. E. Holland
Private A. Lilis
Private J. E. :\Iansfield
Private A. W. ileridith
Private II. F. Morgan
Private E. McClure
Private W. D. McNallie
Private D. R. Miller
Private B. D. Turner
Private E. C. Yandiviere
Private P. W. Vaughn
Private L. M. Vinton
Private J. W. Walden
Private J. E. Watkins
Private J. G. Weeks
Private W. West
Private H. E. Watkins
IMUSICIANS :
H. McDonald H. M. Gaines
COMPANY "A."
Company B.
A. A. Bi:rch Captain
C. S. Phillips First Lieutenant
H. E. Whelchel Second Lieutenant.
C. Burnett First Sergeant
E. D. WiLLiNGHAM Sergeant
H. Kent Sergeant
J. F. Henderson Sergeant
W. Castleberry Sergeant
C. Brooksher Sergeant
G. E. Rice Corporal
C. J. Hamilton Corporal
A. S. Johnson Corporal
C. E. Power Corporal
E. J. ;\Iartin Corjiornl
Private T. Abererorabie Private C. H. Cox
Private W. Akers Private C. L. Christian
Private J. F. Ball Private H. Coehran
Private T. G. Bell Private R. L. Davis
Private J. R. Braselton Private E. T. Denham
Private G. P. Charters Private F. T. Dickey
Private E. H. Crawley Private E. L. Dorminy
Private W. M. Collins " Private W. W. Foote
Private C. C. Cox Private II. P. Garner
Private H. R. Hooten Private C. A. flyers
Private J. R. Humphrey Private C. Xeal
Private A. R. Kellam Private H. E. Nelson
Private F. Lavender Private W. W. Nunnally
Private J. A. MeClure Private T. B. Patton
Private V. H. McKee Private C. Ray
Private M. W. McKee Private F. T. Riley
Private J. L. Massey Private W. W. Timnions
Private J. B. Morris Private R. F. Whelchel
Private W. J. Verner
Musicians :
W. A. Sims, Jr. G. H. Adams
COMPANY "A."
Military Organization.
E. J. Williams, Captain 5th U. S. Infantry Commandant
Staff and Band.
First Lieut. M. L. Stephens . Battalion. Adjutant
Second Lieut. Bruce Kay . . . Battalion Quartermaster
Captain R. H. "Wootten .... Band Instructor
T. 0. Galloway Battalion Sergeant Major
F. C. C^U'ENDER Battalion Quartermaster Sergeant
C. GuRLEY Sergeant
T. M. Cavender Corporal




















Captain Alex A. Burch
First Lieutenant C. S. Phillips
Second Lieutena)it . . . IL E. "Whelchel
First Sergeant C. Burnett
Sergeant E. D. Willingham
Sergeant H. Kent
Sergeant J. F. Henderson
S(rgeant V. W. Castleberrv
Sergeant C. J. Brooksher
Corporal G. E. Rice
Corporal C. J. Hamilton
Corporal A. S. Johnson
Corporal C. E. Power
Corporal R. J. Martin
Musician W. A. Sims, Jr.






The Evolution of the Band Instrument.
e"C(;)RUL\(i to the Bible, Tubal-Cain, the sixth descendant froin
Cain, was the first manufacturer of musical instruments. Al-
though no record of his catalogue exists, if he had such a thing,
it is pretty certain that the first demand for instruments was of
the percussion t.vpe, then for wind instruments, and finally for
string instruments.
The first metal in.strument to come into existence was undoubt-
edly a straight tube having an enlarged end, or in modern parlance, a bell. Chinese
history speaks of the "Golden Horn" invented in the year 2700 B. C, but this
ijistrument is thought to have been the shape of the "Hsuan" or Chinese ocarina.
Moses was instructed to "get two silver trumpets made of beaten work." These
were to be used for calling the people together, and none but the sons of Aaron
were allowed to .sound them. Josephus chronicles the largest single order .)n
record for band instruments. He tells us that "Solomon," son of David, had
200,000 trumpets made, according to the comnumd of Moses. The Greeks had
six kinds of trumpets, while the Romans had but four. Algernon T. Rose, in his
interesting work on band instruments advances the theory that the so-called
Iioman tuba was first brought to Europe by Tyrrhenian pirate.s. At all events it
was u.sed in war as is the trumpet of today. These ancient horns were exceed-
ingly well made, and in appearance resembled the modern coach horn.
Side by side with the instruments of the bugle fvpe was developed thi'
circular horn group of instruments. Louis XI. of France is depicted on his toml)
as carrying a eirculai' hunting hoi'u, and for centuries before that period the
horn had been a.ssociated in the chase. This form of the brass instrument is con-
sidered by many writers to be endowed with the most beautiful tone quality of
any metal instrument, and is what is meant by the best writers when they use the
term "horn." French horn, however, is the popular name. But a French horn
without valves is .so exceedingly difficult to play that it is all but impracticable
for even the finest orchestra, and of course entirely out of the question for the
brass band. A French horn consists of some seventeen feet of coiled tubing with
a flaring bell. ]\Iany of the tones are produced by choking the bell with the
hand of the player, which action has the effect of flattening the open tones. Bear






AVe come now to the brass or copper instruments with keys. These are of
two classes : those with cupped mouthpieces and those with reeds. About the
year 1800 the art of making: keyed brass instruments of various sizes had pi'o-
gressed sufficiently to admit of sets of these instruments of different sizes bein^t;
played together and so we have the immediate forerunner of the modern brass
band. The most important of instruments is the group characterized by valves.
The inventor of valves was Adolphe Sax. who was born in Belgium and studied
at the Brussels Consei-vatory. He invented the Saxophone, and in 1845 produeeil
ri species of bugle fitted with four piston valves. This was the Saxhorn, the first
brass band instrument proper as we know them today. Adolphe Sax, the father
of the modern brass band, deserved a kinder fate than to die a bankrupt, alone
and neglected, at the age of 80.
The Saxhorn marked an enormous stride forward from the fact that it
enabled the performer to play in any key without the aid of crooks. The Sax-
horns were played upon a scientific basis, and for the first time the tubular
mechanism was properly constructed. Delicate effects in brass band music be-
came possible, and all the various shades of crescendo and diminuendo, which ave
the very soul of artistic modern band music, were gradually developed by enter-
prising band masters, such as Gilmore, Sousa, Creatore, Arthur Pryor and others.
A number of European firms have vied with each other to obtain the highest
artistic results in brass instrument making, and until recently they were able to
control their own market ancT* send thousands of instruments to America ; but as
is the case in everything of a mechanical nature where quality counts, the Amer-
ican once roused to action begins by producing almost at once instruments of a
quality fully equal to the best production of European makes, and proceeds from
that point to raise a standard of excellence far above that of foreign manufac-
turers. It has remained for American genius and enterprise to complete the
good work begun so manv years ago by Tubal-Cain.
BUGLERS.
Bugle Song,
The sunrise falls on Club House walls
And floods with light the Dormitory
;
The buglers shake themselves awake,
And the wild reveille tells its story.
Blow, bugle, blow; set the wild echoes tlyiiig;
Blow, bugle : answer, echoes, sighing, sighing, sighing.
soup! O hash! or ham, or—trash.
The mess-call sa.vs that you are going
!
From near and far, calling to war.
The horns of dinner-time are blowing.
Blow, bugle; let us hear of something doing!
Blow, bugle; answer, echoes, chewing, chewing, chewing!
Now sunbeams fade o'er hill and glade,
And are-lights Hare—or candles Hieker,
While learning's call is heard by all
And heeded by both "grind'' and kicker.
Blow, tattoo, blow! the .study-hall gets boring;
And blow, taps; answer, echoes, snoring, snoring, snoring!
o«>
"BELLS—Jangled Out of Tune."
"Nature contains the elements in enlor and form of all pictures, as the
keyboard contains the notes of all music."'
J. P. Baker. Jr.
.Mattie Craig
















"Art is the e.xjiression of man's joy in his work: and art is the beautiful
wav of doing' thinas."
-A ^'
Rural Science Club
Sims, W. A. Sr., I'rrsulent
















UK .Mining .School of the North Georgia. Agricultural College
sends forth to the patrons of the Annual its greetings as a
Sophomore, ready to assume its Junioi- Work. Established
in June, 1905, this department is the opening wedge to clear
away the "w'ild-eat" ravages in Georgia's mining sphere and
to develop the forces at work in the Southem' gold, copper,
coal, and clay properties, which present to the young man
of an engineering frame of mind a clear field and an uncrowded profession.
In connnon with all engineering work, its aim is to equip men with a founda-
tion ujion which their future work may be built and to teach them the need
of inflexible integrity, discreetness, courage to stand for their convictions under all
circumstances and to be as fair and impartial in their decisions as the judge on
the bench. The dishonorable promoter is always the first man upon a new field
(if his schemes ever bring him there), and Georgia has had a sufficiency in this
line and is sorely in need of men of the highest moral standing to take hold of the







J. E. Creel President.
Prof. C. B. Powell . . . Secreiary and Treasurer.
T. O. Galloway .... Manager Foothall Tram.
G. P. Charters Captain Football Team.
T P. Harbour Manager Baseball Team.





Wanted.—Fifteen minutes added to chapel exercise so he can make announce-
ments.—Capt. Williams.
—To stand in with the music teacher.—Pfeflfer.
—To take charge of the boys' department.—Miss Glenn.
—A safety nose-guard.—Coach Crawford.—"A square deal" when he plays Gainesville.—Coach Woodward.
—Something to stop the girls from crying in his room.—Prof. Boyd.
—A new way for tiring the cannon after it has been brought out on the
s(iuare.— Charters.
—A crow's nest.—Soph. Class.
—All the chicken and chocolate obtainable after taps for one Duke
Floyd.—Creel.
—A bath and shave for Oliver.—Everybody.—"Slick, slimy'' excuses from Bill Sims.—Capt. Williams.
—To drill the battalion and his company all at the same time.—Capt.
Gaskins.
—To take the art teacher West with him.—Elkan.
—An automatic Guard Report reader for chapel.—Sims, Sr.
—An unu.sual condition of affairs.—Prof. Kell.
—A birthday for "Daddy" Barnes.—The Boys.
•—Something to eat.—Dormitory Boys.
^A real game of golf with Findley, Elkan, and Strickland as caddies.
—
Professors Kell and Davis.
—A receiver for the defunct Annual committee.—Prof. Steed.
—All the Latin "Jacks" lying around on the campus, especially those
in the Bo.stwiek Hall.—Prof. Vickery.
-—To do a stunt in the Reuben and Rachel Drill.—Prof. Powell.
—Chemicals for Sophomore Cla.ss.—Prof. Gaillard.
—The boys to go to church three times every Sunday.—Dr. Glenn.






Domestic Science at the N. G. A. C.
I
DEPARTMENT of Domestic Science has been recently established
at the North Georgia Agricultural College. At first it wa^^ not
th()U<^ht practicable that such a department should be introduced
on aeount of the lack of pi'oper facilities, but determination and
energy decided the question, and now it is in operation and on the
road to success. The necessity for such a work is apparent.
It is all right to talk about the "pies that mother made" and what they
have at home, etc., but the world now demands more wholesome pies than mother
made, and the daughter now has not only new opportunities, but new obligations,
that mother did not have. Therefore it is a self-evident fact that while our
young people are studying their literaiy branches there must also be .something
of a more practical nature for them to use in their homes every day.
Domestic Science is now regarded as a fine art. It must be learned and
appreciated as a fine art. Girls must be taught at school to know it and love it
as such. There are so many attractions at home and so many social duties that
prevent intelligent and systematic domestic work that unless one knows how to
expedite matters and have the work well done, it becomes a labor and not a pleas-
ure. The truth of this statement is scarcely realized.
For the northern sections of our State a work of this kind means much.
]\Iany can never go away from home to school and tho.se that do, have to econo-
mize to "the skin of their teeth."
Household economy requires a clear, concise, systematic study. The fact
of knowing how to live every day hygienically, even if it is in the eounti-y twenty-
five miles from a railroad, will materiall,v aid in the up-l)ui!ding and usefulness
nf home life and home ties.
Finer specimens of womanhood never existed than those born and reared
in the North Georgia hills. They are keen, ambitious, true and conscientious
workers. They need Domestic Science and need it badly. The eagerness and
enthusiasm with which the work has been undertaken, this year, encourages those
interested to make greater efforts in that direction.
If the North Georgia Agricultural College only had the money with which
to build and equip one complete Domestic Science building, it would work a
revolution of good in this section, in a generation. Where is the friend of edu-
cation that will give these mountain girls such a building and such a chance .'
Company "A" Basket Ball.







COMPANY "B" BASKET BALL.











"The distant music whieh wakes the drowsy world is too fine for our
straining sense to hear. But the time of it, if not the sound, tunes our hearts



































Frances Stanton President Lizzie Shed Treasurer
Fannie McGuire . . Vice-President Rosa McDonald Secretary
The Euterpean sorority is one of the secret organizations of the North
Georgia Agricultural College. Its object is to help its members toward a higher
intellectual development.
^^fen in Secret is
^'
1 J. W. Davidson
2 W. J. Daniel
3 A. A. Burch
4 Z. D. Myers
5 C. S. Phillips
6 R. J. Martin
7 G. H. Adams
8 W. A. Sims
13 F. C. Cavender
y K. V. Moure
10 E. L. Dorininy
11 G. P. Charters
12 W. M. Collins
W. A. Sims, '07.
C. S. Phillips, '07.
A. A. BuRCH, '08.
G. P. Charters, '08.
K. V. Moore, '08.
G. H. Adams, '09.
D. P. Berry. '09.
F. C. C.WENDER, '09.
J. W. Davidson, '09.
W. M. Collins, '10.
W. J. Daniel, '10.
E. L. Dorminy, '11.
J. W. KiRBY, '11.
R. J. Martin, '11.
Z. D. Myers, '11,

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity,
HILE a Fraternity is founded nn higher principles than a "good
time,"" yet it tends to develop the social nature of a pei-son.
Without this development we fail to get out of life all that is
intended for us. And what is of more genuine pleasure than
to associate with our fellow creatures in the proper spirit. It is
not only a pleasure, but it is elevating and a source of inspira-
tion. By so doing ties of friendship are formed that will last
lliroughout a lifetime; and many ineidents occur that will be pleasant memories
in after years.
It is a custom of this Chapter to give a picnic each year, and such other
social events as the members see proper. But the annual picnic is always looked
Forward to with the greatest pleasure. It comes off in the beautiful month of
.May, when the earth is clothed in all the beauties of nature. It is very refresh-
ing indeed to forget the cares of school duty and spend a day in the woods or on
the banks of some solitary stream.
Pi Chapter wishes each and every studnt a pleasant and profitable vaca-
tion, and hopes that all will return next year with renewed life and energy, de-
termined to make it not only the pleasantest but the most successful year of our
PHI MU SOCIETY.
P'rederick Pfeffek President
C B. Brown Vice-President
F. C. Cavender Secretary
W. W. XuNNAi.LY Treasurer




(iaskins. President Bynuni, (i. N.
Johnson, Vice-President Christian
Ray, C, Treasurer Creel
Kent, Secretary Gay
McClure, Cor. Secretary Godbee
Hamilton, Hum, Critic Meredith







Bynum, G. L. Phillips
Our Society is one of the old, well established features of the College.
It is almost as old as the College itself, and many of the best men that have
gone out from the institution have this organization to thank for much of the
best real training;' they received while here.
A few faithful workers know what we are doing. They know the pleasure
that comes from conscious growth in power and increased breadth of view due to
close application to this kind of work. We believe the literary society will i.i












































@ Washington, D. C.
LOTHES for boys and young men, in order to meet with popular
C favor, must have all the "swing" and "snappy" style that characterizesthe bouyancy of youth.Young fellows don't want "old men's" clothes, cut with conser-
vatism, and decorously fashioned.
Young men want clothes to match the vim and vigor of youth.
The EISEMAN BROS, make of Ready Suits are pronounced
examples of modish style for young men.
* Outward appearance alone is not an indication of dependable-
ness in a garment: it does not argue wear and service. These desirable qualities
depend upon ALL WOOL fabrics and honest tailoring; and when these unite with
"good appearance " then you have what is in every respect, a specimen of good clothes
making.
That, in substance, is the character of clothing that bears the EISEMAN
BROS, label. Sold direct to you from their own modern factory in Baltimore, Md.
means elimination of multiplied profits, and assurances that you are getting better
values at an even or less price when you select this store for your purchases.
Not alone clothing, but Hats, Shoes and Haberdashery, composing the new-
est effects, shapes, styles and modes, are departmentized at the "Big Store and
afford a range of choosing to supply the demands of exclusive tastes.
Suit Cases and Traveling Bags form another department, to provide lor the wants of the traveler
LI5LMAN BROS.





















































THE DIXIE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Best Lighted and Most Centrally Located School in Atlanta




-K Thoroughly Equipped, Thoroughly Modern Courses of Study )f
^






1^ THE SCHOOL FOR THOROUGHNESS J
if
if
^ No Six-Weeks, Hand-Me-Down systems offered. We prefer to graduate
if
^ Experts. Most Complete, Actual Business-Practice Bookkeeping Course jf
X in Georgia. Touch Typewriting thoroughly taught—Double and Single T
M Keyboard. if
-^ We turn out Competent Stenographers, not Half-baked Novices. ^.
if
if
-^ WRITE FOR HANDSOME CATALOG AND SPECIAL RATES. jf
if
if




F. WEBER & CO.
Manufacturers and Importers of——-















RIEFLCRS' PATENT ROUND SYSTEMS
T Squares—Triangles -Scales—Tapes—Level Rods—Measuring Chains—Transits—Levels—Planimeters -Anemometers—Pedome-
ters, etc.Send for catalogue stating articles of interest to you, mentioning Crclops.
F. WEBER & CO., 709 Locust St., ST. LOUIS, MO.
Main House and T&Aoryt PHILADELPHIA ^ ^ ^ BrancK House: BALTIMORE
The Bltie and White Wins
in college matters and scholarship
and military achievements
WATERMAN & HALL WIN
in the matter of Clothing, Gents' Furnishings, Hats, Shirts, Underwear, etc.
OUR TAILORING DEPARTMENT is now thoroughly equipped to take care of your orders
for commencement suits promptly.
WE CATER especially to the tastes of young men, college men who "want just exactly what
they want" and nothing else—we've got it. Make our store headquarters when in
GAINESVILLE.
IL
The Young Men s Clothes
AS MUSE'S SEES THEM
Plenty of young men fail to find what they want at the average clothier's, because the store either overlooks
youth, or else thinks that there is not enough profit in it for them. At Muse's the young man is as carefullj' looked
after as his elder, and we're as particular to have him fitted, no matter his build, short, stout, tall, slim—we take
care of him.
YOUTH'S SUITS, $12.50 to $27.50
^I^D Xti OTHER. THINGS—In hats, shoes and furnishings Muse's has won the name of •• College Men's
'
Store : Because Muse's is so particular and so up-to-the-minute in every department.






Tii\ and Galvanized Ware








Lo'v^est Prices on anytKing in these lines
Come to see us.
STOVALL ca. COMPANY
*••*••**•******•******•**•*••**••**-*•******••
B. R. HEADERS & SONS
DAHLONEGA, G A.
General Merchandise
SHIRTS COLLARS CUFFS SHOES
HANDKERCHIEFS GLOVES SOX UNDERWEAR
Agent for M. Born & Co. 's Made-to-Order Clothing. Every Suit guaranteed. We carry everytiing needed by >:tudents.
Our prices are very reasonable, being made on the 'One Price, Cash to All" plan. We do a first-class Livery Business and



















J Atlanta - - - Georgia
5f
J THE MACMILLAN COMPANY J
^ NEW YORK . BOSTON . CHICAGO . ATLANTA . SAN FRANCISCO )f
3f
5f
-K PUBLICATIONS FOR USE IN THE STUDY OF AGRICULTURE: 5f
3f
3f
Jf Bailey's "Botany" $1.10 -jL
^ Bailey's "Principles of Agriculture" 1.23 yL
J( Bailey's "The Nursery Book" 1.25 -jL
J( Bailey's "The Principles of Fruit Growing-" 1.25 yL.
^ Buchanan and Stubenrauch's '"Country Reader, Book I" .40 jLM Jordan's "The Feeding- of Animals" 1.25 jL
^ King-'s "The Soil", New Edition 1.25 y^^ Osterhout's "Experiments with Plants'' 1.25 yL
^ Roberts" "Farmer's Business Hand Book" 1.00 yL
^ Roberts' "The Fertility of the Land" 1.25 y^
^ Snyder's "The Chemistry of Plant and Animal Life" 1.25 y^
^ Tarr and McMurry's "Complete Geography" 1.00 y^
^ Tarr's "New Physical Geography" 1.00 y^
.i( Trotter's "Geograph}" of Commerce" 1.10 y^
^ Wing's "Milk and Its Products" 1.00 )f
I THE MACMILLAN COMPANY J
)f
^ Fourth National BanR Building^ y^
if
Amber Chemical Floor Dressing
Is now employed in more than 10,000 Schools, Colleges and Public Institutions.
By its DISINFECTANT and DUST-AB.\TING properties it keeps the buildings sweet and clean, and
the atmosphere thereiu CLEAR and PURE, and makes easy the economical maintenance of Cleanliness.
Easily and quickly applied, it remains an agent in continuous action against TUBERCULAR DISEASES
arising from the inhalation of INFECTED FLOATING DUST.
We make it easy tor you to become acquainted with this product, which is used in every state in the
Union. Write to us.
Dust Proof Floor Dressing Co. Proprietors Amber Chemical Co.
Lstablished 1893 Cincinnati, Ohio
North Georgia Agricultural College
Dahlonega, Georgia
Health record unsurpassed. Nearly two thousand feet above the sea level.
In addition to the Literary Departments, there are schools of Agriculture, Mining and Electrical
Engineering, Military and Business.
An officer of the United States Army detailed to give military training.
The expense, including board, lights, washing, drill, books, uniforms, for the Scholastic Year, from
|ioo to $150.
Fall term begins Sept 5th, 1907; ends Jan. 31st, 1908. Spring term begins Feb. ist, 190S.
Commencement Exercises June 2nd to 5th, 1908.
For Catalogue, write to
T) G. R. Glenn, A. M., L L D., President
The Pettibone Uniform
is thoroughly well-made from the ground up. The result of 35
years experience and study, it is today worn by many ofiicers of the
U. S. Army and National Guard, and the best schools in the country,
North Georgia Agricultural College among others.
The Pettibone Uniform looks well, wears well and is very reason-
able in price. It has no superiors — few equals Look where you
may, you will not find a better value.
We make Uniforms of all kinds for every organization and society,
and shall be pleased to submit samples and quotations on request.
We also publish nearly 100 different Catalogs in our various depart-
ments, pertaining to Military and Secret Society goods.
Centrally located in a large manufacturing city with the needful
raw materials and the pick of the labor market at our doors, with
the immense transportation facilities and low rates by river and
rail, North, South, East and West, we have exceptional advantages
in which every customer shares.
The Pettibone Bros. Mfg. Co.
626-628-630-632 Main Street Cincinnati, Ohio
BRANCHES: San Francisco. Cal. PillsburB. Pa. Ballimorc, Md. Manella. Ga.
I
F YOU ARE UNDECIDED as .othek.nd
of policy, or if you do not now feel able lo carry the
kind you tfiink you want
K\}t $enn jWiutiml
has a low premium policy well suited to your case. This
contract enables you to start your insurance now, and
to have your payments credited on any other Policy
you may wish to select later.
For particulars call upon or address
BAGLEY & WILLET, General Agents,
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company,
ATLANTA. GA.
WRITE TO US
For samples of suits. Tell us
about what size suit you wear^
and about what price suits you'd
like samples of. You'll get a re-
i^iij ply on the first mail.
GOOD SPRING AND SUM-
MER SUITS, $10, $12.50, 15,
$18, $23, $25.
PANTS, $2 to $7.50.
HATS AND FURNISHINGS.
The Globe Clothing Co.,










PROPRIETORS OF THE FOLLOWING WELL KNOWN BRANDS:
PIEDMONT BULL DOG CRESCENT
BLUE RIBBON HENRY GRADY COTTON STATES
*
M
J. F, MOORE & CO., Dahlonega, Ga.
Delaers in General Merchandise. Students', Miners', and Farmers' sup-
plies always on hand. We carry a full line of the following brands of


































t HUGHES MOORE, LIVERYMAN J
-K
* 3f
^ CONVENIENT UP-TO-DATE LIVERY SERVICE jj.
Conveyances fnrnished on short notice and at reasonable rates. 5f
3f
^ The ride from Gainesville to Dahlonega, if taken with Moore, seems like a short pleasure yj^
trip. 3f
5f
•^ We cater to the college students and summer visitors. When returning to Dahlonega, 3^
write or 'phone Hughes Moore, Dahlonega, and have a clean, airy, comfortable vehicle to meet ^4
^ you in Gainesville. y^
* Jf
-^ififif^^^^^^^^^^^if^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ifif^^if^
Walk-Over and Boykin Shoes,
and latest leathers
Every new style, all the toes
$3.50 to $6.00.
All the Novelties in Silk Ties








The Monarch, The Clnett, The Faultless and other staple
brands in Dress Shirts. All new patterns and best
styles ----.--. 50c to $1.50.
xAU orders filled promptly.
G. F. TURNER COMPANY, Gainesville, Ga.
DRUGS AND DRUG SUNDRIES.
Go to see Dr. Jones, the accommodating Physician and Drug- Man, to get
a square deal. The Drug Store is the popular place to get good and pure
Soda Water, the popular brands of Chewing and Smoking Tobacco, the ver3-
best 5 and 10 cent cigars sold, and fresh Drugs. His store is strictl_y up-to-
date; he is the onl}- man licensed to sell Drugs and Medicines in town. Pre-
scriptions accurately filled. Headquarters for Stationery of all kinds.
The boys are always welcome to The Drug Store with their best girls.










School and College Catalogues a Specialty
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